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A B S T R A C T

The neural capacity to discriminate between emotions emerges early in development, though little is known
about specific factors that contribute to variability in this vital skill during infancy. In adults, DNA methylation
of the oxytocin receptor gene (OXTRm) is an epigenetic modification that is variable, predictive of gene ex-
pression, and has been linked to autism spectrum disorder and the neural response to social cues. It is unknown
whether OXTRm is variable in infants, and whether it is predictive of early social function. Implementing a
developmental neuroimaging epigenetics approach in a large sample of infants (N = 98), we examined whether
OXTRm is associated with neural responses to emotional expressions. OXTRm was assessed at 5 months of age.
At 7 months of age, infants viewed happy, angry, and fearful faces while functional near-infrared spectroscopy
was recorded. We observed that OXTRm shows considerable variability among infants. Critically, infants with
higher OXTRm show enhanced responses to anger and fear and attenuated responses to happiness in right
inferior frontal cortex, a region implicated in emotion processing through action-perception coupling. Findings
support models emphasizing oxytocin’s role in modulating neural response to emotion and identify OXTRm as an
epigenetic mark contributing to early brain function.

1. Introduction

The ability to detect and discriminate between emotional expres-
sions is a vital social skill that emerges early in human development.
Behavioral and neuroscience work consistently demonstrates that by
seven months of age, infants distinguish between emotional expressions
conveyed through faces, voices, and bodies (Grossmann, 2015). At the
same time, infants have also been shown to vary in their responses to
emotional displays (Krol et al., 2015a; Rajhans et al., 2015). Identifying
factors that contribute to variability in emotion processing in infancy is
important to achieve a more mechanistic understanding of healthy and
atypical socio-emotional development. In prior work, individual dif-
ferences in emotion processing have been linked to overt social beha-
viors in neurotypical adults and infants (Marsh et al., 2007; Grossmann
et al., 2018), and have in more extreme forms been associated with a
host of mental health disorders in adolescents and adults (Gur et al.,
2017; Lee et al., 2016). One factor that may contribute to variability in
emotion processing is the endogenous oxytocin system.

The neurohormone oxytocin influences a range of social and emo-
tional brain processes (Kanat et al., 2014). Intranasal administration of
oxytocin has been shown to enhance prosocial behaviors, facilitate the
formation of social bonds, and modulate the perception of emotional
information (Leppanen et al., 2017; Kosfeld et al., 2005; Gamer et al.,
2010; Marsh et al., 2010). Although exogenous administration studies
are informative, the exploration of individual differences within the
endogenous system allows us to further understand the role of oxytocin
in vivo, shedding light on individual differences in socio-developmental
trajectories. One mechanism that has the potential to drive observed
variability is epigenetic modification of genes, which impacts tran-
scription without changing underlying genetic structure (Jaenisch and
Bird, 2003). DNA methylation is an epigenetic modification that leads
to the addition of a methyl group to a cytosine residue, commonly in
the context of a 5′-Cytosine-phosphate-Guanine-3′ dinucleotide pair
(CpG site) (Bird, 2011).

The human oxytocin receptor gene (OXTR) contains a specific DNA
methylation-dependent regulatory region in its promoter (termed
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MT2). Increased methylation of this region was found to be associated
with reduced expression of OXTR, suggesting a regulatory role on gene
transcription (Kusui et al., 2001). Later work by Gregory, Connelly, and
colleagues (Gregory et al., 2009) profiled the methylation status of
every CpG site in MT2 in a sample of post-mortem human neurotypical
and autistic brain tissue, identifying six CpG sites at which methylation
differed depending on autism diagnosis. Remarkably, several of these
sites are conserved in the prairie vole, indicating that the animal model
can provide insights into the human system. Indeed, recent work in
prairie voles by Perkeybile and colleagues (Perkeybile et al., 2018) has
found that both brain- and blood-derived OXTRm levels at these sites
are negatively associated with gene expression in the brain and highly
correlated with each other. This work highlights (1) the regulatory
potential of DNA methylation at specific sites in OXTR on expression of
oxytocin receptor, and (2) the ability to use DNA methylation levels
derived from peripheral tissues, such as blood and perhaps saliva, as
viable markers of the endogenous oxytocinergic system in the brain.
The use of saliva is particularly important for studies that require non-
invasive techniques, such as research with human infants. Finally, in
human adults, blood-derived variability at these CpG sites within the
promoter has been linked to susceptibility to disorders associated with
social deficits as well as individual differences in the brain’s response to
social information. For example, increased OXTRm has been associated
with callous unemotional traits, anorexia nervosa, postpartum depres-
sion, and autism spectrum disorder (ASD) (Gregory et al., 2009; Dadds
et al., 2014; Bell et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2014). Further, increased
OXTRm has been associated with a heightened amygdala response to
angry and fearful faces in neurotypical adults (Puglia et al., 2015).
Taken together, OXTRm may be a useful epigenetic mark reflective of
individual differences in adult social function, including emotion per-
ception. OXTRm has not been investigated in human infants, and it
remains unknown whether it may contribute to variability in emotion
perception early in human ontogeny.

In the current study, we applied a developmental neuroimaging
epigenetics approach to examine how OXTRm impacts emotional face
processing during early postnatal development. Previous work shows
that infants’ facial emotion discrimination abilities emerge between five
and seven months (Leppanen and Nelson, 2009; Peltola et al., 2009),
we therefore focused our study on this age range. At five months,
OXTRm levels were measured from saliva, a tissue we show is highly
correlated with blood methylation levels, and allows for non-invasive,
infant-friendly collection. Others have shown saliva useful in identi-
fying epigenetic marks predictive of social behavior in healthy and
clinical populations (Haas et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2015). At seven
months, brain responses to happy, angry, and fearful facial expressions
were measured from inferior frontal cortex (IFC) using functional near-
infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS). We focused on IFC due to its involve-
ment in facial emotion processing and its atypical function and struc-
ture in disorders characterized by social impairment, such as ASD
(Dapretto et al., 2006). We hypothesized that variability in OXTRm
modulates infant brain responses to facial emotions, representing an
early detectable endophenotype. Specifically, as increased blood- and
brain-derived OXTRm has been associated with decreased oxytocin re-
ceptor expression (Gregory et al., 2009; Perkeybile et al., 2018), we
predicted that higher OXTRm would be associated with a heightened
neural response to negative (fearful and angry) facial expressions in
IFC. In contrast, we predicted that greater OXTRm would be linked to a
reduced brain response to positive (happy) facial expressions. This
hypothesis is based on intranasal studies in adults as well as infant work
demonstrating that experiential and genetic variability linked to higher
oxytocin increases sensitivity to positive expressions (Krol et al., 2015a;
Marsh et al., 2010; Krol et al., 2015b). To complement our infant
findings, we examined the possibility of a similar relation between
OXTRm and IFC function during emotion processing in adults by ana-
lyzing previously collected fMRI data.

Prior work exists suggesting that both infant temperament and

maternal traits can impact how infants respond to others’ emotional
expressions. For example, infants’ responses to emotional displays in
others are influenced by their own fearful temperament (Rajhans et al.,
2015; de Haan et al., 2004). Moreover, reduced positive maternal en-
gagement has been linked to heightened neural responsiveness to fear
in seven-month-old infants (Grossmann et al., 2018) and maternal an-
xiety was found to be linked to how mothers respond to infants’ emo-
tional cues (Emery et al., 2014) and to their infants’ temperament
(Austin et al., 2005). We therefore decided to assess whether and how
infant fearful temperament links to brain response to emotional faces,
which allowed us to determine whether behavioral signs of fearfulness
are associated with infant IFC response to fear in others. In addition, we
explored the possibility that maternal trait anxiety might modulate
infant fearful temperament, brain response, and OXTRm.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Participants

Ninety-eight infants (49 females) of European descent participated
in this study at five months (Mage = 147.97 days, SD= 14.44) and
seven months of age (Mage = 214.07 days, SD= 7.25). Infants who did
not provide at least three artifact-free fNIRS trials per emotion were
excluded in the reported seven-month analyses. Fourteen out of 98
infants were excluded on the basis of this criterion, resulting in a final
fNIRS sample of N= 84. Infants were born at standard gestational age
(> 38 weeks) and normal birthweight (> 2,500 g). Sixty-eight of the
infants had vaginal births and 16 were delivered through caesarean
section. There were no medical issues regarding development at any
time of testing, and no known mental health history in any of the
parents or older siblings of the infants. All infants had mothers on
maternity leave at both testing points. Parents provided written in-
formed consent for participation and were compensated with travel
money, a toy for the infant, and a photograph of the infant at each visit.
All procedures were approved by the Leipzig University Medical School
Ethics Committee and were conducted in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.

2.1.1. Infant DNA isolation and epigenetic procedures
Passive drool was collected from infants at five months using col-

lection kits from DNA Genotek (CS-2 sponges stored in OG-250 kits)
(Ottawa, Canada) and was stored at room temperature until DNA iso-
lation. Saliva collection kits were incubated at 50 °C for 1 h followed by
centrifugation for 10 min at 1000 RPM to release all liquid from
sponges. 500 μL of saliva was used to isolate DNA using the manual
purification protocol from DNA Genotek. DNA was stored in Hydration
Solution from Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH
7–8) and quantitated using nanodrop. 200 ng of DNA was subject to
bisulfite treatment (MECOV50 Kit, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA). Sample locations within 96-well plates were randomized.

The subsequent procedures were processed in triplicate (for every
one sample, three replicates were generated): 40 ng of bisulfite-con-
verted DNA was amplified using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with
a PyroMark PCR Kit (Qiagen) using 0.2 μM primers (Table 1). This
amplified a 116-base-pair region on the coding strand of OXTR con-
taining CpG-924 (hg38, chr3:8,769,044−8,769,160). Note that ana-
lysis of this CpG site was hypothesis-driven due to previous work in-
dicating its association with reduced gene expression and
hypermethylation in ASD (Gregory et al., 2009). In addition, this CpG
site is not on the commercially-available Illumina 450 K or Epic (850 K)
arrays (San Diego, CA). Each PCR plate contained methylation stan-
dards (0, 50, and 100% methylated) and negative controls from bi-
sulfite conversion and PCR. Successful PCR amplification of a single
116-base-pair fragment was confirmed using agarose gel electrophor-
esis. Non-converted cytosines were quantified using pyrosequencing
(PyroMark Q24, Qiagen) (see Table 1). Replicate variability averaged
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2.08%. Reported DNA methylation levels are the average of the three
technical replicates.

2.1.2. Tissue comparison analysis
In prairie voles, peripheral blood-derived OXTRm has been shown

to be highly correlated with brain-derived OXTRm, and both measures
were shown to predict OXTR expression (Perkeybile et al., 2018). To
determine reliability of OXTRm values derived from saliva at CpG site
-924, we conducted an additional tissue comparison analysis in a
sample of 206 neurotypical adults (112 females; Mage = 36.9,
SD= 22.6). Participants provided both passive drool and intravenous
blood for assessment of methylation derived from peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) (N = 142), and/or assessment of whole
blood methylation (N = 181). Epigenetic analyses were performed
using the same procedures outlined above. Replicate variability aver-
aged 1.34% and reported DNA methylation levels are the average of
three technical replicates. Further information on adult tissue collection
and DNA isolation can be found in Supplementary Information.

2.2. fNIRS procedure

Infants underwent the same fNIRS paradigm as in (Grossmann et al.,
2018). Infants were presented with photographs of five Caucasian fe-
males expressing happiness, anger, fear, and neutrality. These actresses
were chosen from a validated and published stimulus set (FACES Col-
lection) (Ebner et al., 2010) and had expressions with average re-
cognition accuracies at or above 93.25% [see Ebner et al., 2010 for
details]. Using Adobe Photoshop CS5 (San Jose, CA), faces were placed
below an oval in the center of a gray background. Baseline images
consisted of photographs of five inanimate objects (vegetables) pro-
vided by Otsuka and colleagues (Otsuka et al., 2007), placed centrally
within the same gray background. These stimuli have been successfully
used as baseline images in infant fNIRS studies concerned with face
processing (Grossmann et al., 2018; Otsuka et al., 2007; Nakato et al.,
2011, 2009). The visual angles of the facial and baseline stimuli were
around 15.7° × 21.7° and 16.8° × 16.8°, respectively (see Fig. 1).

Infants were seated on a parent’s lap in a dimly lit room, facing a

screen (52 cm × 32 cm) at a distance of approximately 60 cm. A small
plastic ring was provided for each infant to hold during the experiment
to reduce arm and body movements. A camera attached to the bottom
of the screen allowed for online tracking of infant behavior as well as
offline coding of attention during trials. Stimuli were presented using
Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Berkeley, CA).

As in (Grossmann et al., 2018), the experimental paradigm consisted
of blocks of three randomized trials each of happiness, anger, and fear.
Each block began with an attention-getter to orient infants to the center
of the screen [a video clip of a shaking rattle accompanied by sound, see
Krol et al., 2015a]. At the beginning of each trial, a brief 150-milli-
second bell sound (about 600 Hz) occurred to maintain infant attention.
Trial presentation was pseudo-randomized such that each infant viewed
every possible actress-emotion combination, no actress expressed the
same emotion consecutively, and no emotional expression was repeated
more than twice in a row. Similar pseudo-randomization parameters
were used for the baseline stimuli such that no image served as baseline
twice in a row, and every possible baseline-emotion combination was
presented.

Baseline and face stimuli were presented in the following fashion in
order to create dynamically changing visual stimulation: The baseline
consisted of six seconds of the same photograph changing from its
original size (500 ms) to a slightly larger size (˜1° increase in visual
angle) (700 ms) at least five times. The face presentation consisted of
six seconds of the same actress changing from a neutral expression
(500 ms) to the target emotion (700 ms) five times (please see Fig. 1 for
a detailed schematic of this paradigm). This method of pseudo-dynamic
presentation of facial expressions was adapted from previous infant
fNIRS paradigms (Nakato et al., 2011), and ensured that infants
maintained attention during the relatively long trials that fNIRS mea-
surement requires (in comparison to EEG, for example). Infants viewed
an average of 31.02 total trials (range= 18–43; SD= 5.63).

Infant fNIRS data were recorded using a NIRScout system and
NIRStar acquisition software (NIRx, Berlin, Germany). A custom-built
elastic cap (EasyCap, Woerthsee-Etterschlag, Germany) contained 32
optodes (16 sources, 16 detectors) placed at an approximately 2.5 cm
distance. This arrangement comprised a total of 49 channels (source-
detector pairs) placed over frontal and temporal cortices of both
hemispheres (see Fig. 3). Data were recorded at a sampling rate of
6.25 Hz. Near-infrared light was emitted at two wavelengths (760 nm
and 850 nm) with a power of 20 mW/wavelength. The system auto-
matically adjusted light intensity in order to provide optimal gain.
Regions of interest (ROIs) were selected to analyze activation within
IFC of each hemisphere. Three-channel groupings were chosen using
Kabdebon and colleagues’ anatomical correlations of the infant 10–20
system (Kabdebon et al., 2014) and through the use of nirsLAB software
(NIRx), which estimates the projection of designated channels onto MNI
space (see Fig. 3).

2.3. fNIRS data analysis

Videos from each session were coded for infant attention to each
trial. Trials were only included in the fNIRS analyses if infants had
attended to the screen at least four of the six seconds for which both
baseline and face stimuli were presented. Additionally, the fNIRS data

Table 1
Listed are the steps taken in the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) protocol
followed by the primers used during PCR (Forward and Reverse) and sub-
sequent pyrosequencing (Sequencing) in order to generate targeted analysis of
OXTR CpG site -924.

Step Process Temperature (°C) Duration (s) Cycle(s)

1. Initial denaturation 95 15 1
2. Denaturation 94 30 50

Annealing 56 30
Elongation 72 30

3. Elongation 72 10 1
4. Hold 4 until analysis 1

Primer Sequence

Forward (TSL101F) 5′-TTGAGTTTTGGATTTAGATAATTAAGGATT-3′
Reverse (TSL101R) 5′-biotin-AATAAAATACCTCCCACTCCTTATTCCTAA-3′
Sequencing (TSL101S) 5′-AGAAGTTATTTTATAATTTTT-3′

Fig. 1. Infant fNIRS paradigm. Dynamically changing stimuli
were presented to infants while fNIRS was recorded. Neutral
faces rapidly and repeatedly changed to one of three target
emotions (happiness, anger, and fear). Each emotional test
trial was preceded by at least six seconds of baseline (in-
animate vegetable) stimuli [from Nakato et al., 2011]. A fear
trial is displayed here as an example.
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were visually inspected for motion artifacts. Trials with motion artifacts
were removed from further analyses. The remaining data was analyzed
using the Matlab-based software Nilab2 (NIRx). Data were filtered with
a 0.2-Hz low-pass filter and a 12-s high-pass filter in order to remove
changes too slow to be related to experimental stimuli (i.e., fluctuations
due to drift). Using six-second time windows after face onset (equaling
the stimulus presentation duration of each emotional face), measure-
ments were converted into oxygenated hemoglobin (oxy-Hb) and
deoxygenated hemoglobin (deoxy-Hb) using the Beer-Lambert law. The
average concentration changes of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb in response to
each emotional expression were extracted per channel, per infant. For
ease of understanding and to avoid working with small decimals, all
hemoglobin concentrations were re-scaled (*10,000).

2.4. Questionnaires

The Interpersonal Reactivity Index [IRI; Davis, 1983] was ad-
ministered to mothers to assess dispositional empathic distress. The
Personal Distress subscale assesses the extent to which one reports “self-
oriented” feelings of anxiety and unease in tense interpersonal situa-
tions, and is considered a measure of vicarious anxiety. The Edinburgh
Postnatal Depression Scale was also administered to detect potential
signs of postpartum depression [EPDS; Cox et al., 1987], particularly
due to its previous link to OXTRm in mothers (Bell et al., 2015). To
assess infant fearful temperament, parents completed the Revised Infant
Behavior Questionnaire [IBQ-R; Gartstein and Rothbart, 2003] at the
seven-month visit. The fear subscale assesses the extent to which an
infant displays startle and distress to sudden changes in simulation, as
well as inhibited approach to novel objects and social stimuli. Addi-
tional demographic information from the mother was documented
using an in-house questionnaire during both visits (i.e., breastfeeding,
parity, education, delivery method) (Krol et al., 2014).

2.5. Adult fMRI analysis

To determine whether relationships between OXTRm and neural
response to emotional faces are similar in adulthood, we analyzed data
from a previously published adult fMRI study (Puglia et al., 2015).
Ninety-six healthy adults aged 18–30 years (M= 22.79, SD= 3.38)
were included in the adult sample. Only self-identified Caucasians of
European descent were included to avoid population stratification ef-
fects. Intravenous blood was collected in BD Vacutainer Cell Prepara-
tion Tubes with sodium citrate (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lanes, NJ),
and DNA was isolated from PBMCs using reagents supplied in the
Gentra Puregene Blood Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Methylation
analysis then proceeded exactly as described above in the infant

dataset. Adults completed an emotional face matching task in which
they were presented with triads of faces depicting fearful and angry
emotions, and asked to determine which of two probe faces on the
bottom of the screen matched the emotion of a target face depicted at
the top of the screen via button press while undergoing fMRI [see Puglia
et al., 2015 for detailed information]. Participants matched the or-
ientation of ovals as a sensorimotor control.

At the subject level, we modeled each emotion target separately and
computed contrasts for Faces > Ovals, Angry Faces > Ovals, and
Fearful Faces > Ovals in FSL (Smith et al., 2004). The contrast of
parameter estimates (COPE) from these analyses for each individual
was carried forward to group-level analyses testing for linear relation-
ships between OXTRm and neural response within IFC ROIs. Left and
right IFC ROIs were created using the pars triangularis of inferior
frontal gyrus provided in FSL’s Harvard–Oxford Cortical Structural
Atlas (Desikan et al., 2006) at a probabilistic threshold of 20, which
maximally overlapped with the infant-defined ROI. Z-statistic images
were thresholded using clusters determined by Z > 2.3 and a corrected
cluster significance threshold of p < 0.05. We tested for outliers and
data points with undue influence by ensuring that the absolute value of
the standardized residuals < 3 and Cook’s distance (D) < 1 (Cook and
Weisberg, 1982) for each data point. To illustrate significant effects,
clusters that survived correction were registered to subject space, and
mean Z-statistic values were extracted for each participant from these
clusters and plotted against their OXTRm value.

3. Results

Findings from our tissue comparison analysis show that saliva-de-
rived OXTRm levels are highly correlated with PBMC-derived methy-
lation (r(140) = 0.74, p < 0.0001) and whole blood-derived methy-
lation (r(179) = 0.77, p < 0.0001) (Fig. 2). This suggests that OXTRm
derived from saliva may be considered a peripheral alternative for use
with vulnerable populations. Infant saliva OXTRm levels ranged from
47.91% to 67.98% methylated (M= 59.57, SD= 4.22) and were nor-
mally distributed (Zskewness = 1.34, p > 0.05) (Fig. 3). There was no
association of infant OXTRm with maternal postpartum depression
score, maternal demographic and breastfeeding variables, or method of
delivery (ps < 0.24).

The association of infant OXTRm with the IFC response to emotional
expressions was assessed using repeated-measures ANOVAs for each
hemisphere (within-subject factor: emotion) with OXTRm as a con-
tinuous between-subjects factor. A main effect of emotion was present
in right IFC, F(2, 160) = 6.177, p= 0.003. In general, infants displayed
greater neural activation to fearful faces than to angry and happy faces
(Fig. 3, for oxy-Hb distributions see Supplemental Fig. 1). An

Fig. 2. To determine reliability of OXTR me-
thylation values obtained from saliva at CpG
site -924, a tissue comparison study was per-
formed in which 206 healthy adults provided
both passive drool and intravenous blood for
assessment of methylation derived from per-
ipheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)
(N = 142), and/or assessment of whole blood
methylation (N = 181). Saliva-derived methy-
lation levels are highly correlated with PBMC-
derived methylation (r(140) = 0.74, p <
0.0001) and whole blood-derived methylation
(r(179) = 0.77, p < 0.0001).
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interaction between OXTRm and emotion was also present, F(2,
160) = 6.223, p= 0.002 (Fig. 4). Parameter estimates from the model
indicate a negative association of OXTRm with right IFC in response to
happiness (B= −3.529, p= 0.097), and positive associations of
OXTRm and right IFC in response to anger (B= 5.232, p= 0.01) and
fear (B= 4.143, p= 0.033) (Fig. 5). To test whether the differences
between the individual slopes were significant, t-values were calculated
using equations as specified by Robison and colleagues (Robison et al.,
2013). The slope characterizing OXTRm and the brain response to
happy faces was significantly different from the slopes for both angry
faces (t[162] = −4.268, p < 0.001) and fearful faces (t
[162] = −3.802, p < 0.001). Anger and fear slopes were not sig-
nificantly different from each other (t[162] = 0.557, p= 0.289). This
suggests that OXTRm associates with the brain response to happy faces
differently (negatively) than it does for the response to anger and fear
(positively). There was neither a main effect of emotion nor an emotion
x OXTRm interaction within left IFC (ps > 0.47). Note that it is not
uncommon in infant literature to find greater discrimination of emotion
in right hemisphere (Missana et al., 2014).

In order to explore whether our pattern of infant findings in IFC are
similar in adulthood, we analyzed fMRI data from a previously

collected sample of adults during the viewing of angry and fearful faces
[for detailed information on this study, see Puglia et al., 2015]. Tests for
emotion-specific relationships between OXTRm and neural response to
anger and fear revealed a positive association between OXTRm and
neural response to angry targets in right (Z= 3.33, k= 38, MNI co-
ordinates (x,y,z) = 50, 32, −2) and left (Z= 4.44, cluster extent
(k) = 107, x,y,z= −52, 30, 2) IFC, thus corroborating our infant
findings and suggesting persistence into adulthood (Fig. 6). Relation-
ships between OXTRm and neural response to fearful targets alone were
not significant but showed a positive trend. A positive association be-
tween OXTRm and the neural response to both angry and fearful faces
was also found in left IFC (Z= 3.82, k= 71, x,y,z= −54, 30, 2).

In order to better understand the relationship between OXTRm and
infant IFC response to emotion, we investigated the possible association
of infant fearful temperament and maternal anxiety with our findings.
We investigated whether right IFC response to negative emotion was

Fig. 3. Graph displays distribution of salivary-derived methylation levels at
OXTR CpG site -924 (histogram with overlaid density plot). Methylation levels
ranged from 47.91% to 67.98% (M= 59.57, SD= 4.22).

Fig. 4. The right inferior frontal cortex (IFC) discriminates
between emotions at seven months of age. Oxygenated he-
moglobin (Oxy-Hb) concentration change is reported in the
right IFC. The ROI from our cap template is shown, as well as
its projection to MNI space. Using fNIRS, we show that the
right IFC discriminates between angry, happy, and fearful
faces at seven months of age. Plotted are the means from our
model, error bars represent ± 1 SEM.

Fig. 5. The right IFC response at seven months of age is modulated by OXTR
methylation in a valence-dependent manner. Specifically, increased OXTR
methylation is associated with increased oxygenated hemoglobin (Oxy-Hb) in
right IFC while viewing anger and fear, and reduced Oxy-Hb to happiness. Lines
plotted are the parameter estimates from our model, and shaded regions re-
present the upper and lower 95% confidence intervals; **p < .01; *p < 0.05,
†p < 0.10.
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associated with infant fearful temperament as assessed by the IBQ-R
(Gartstein and Rothbart, 2003). The right IFC response to fear corre-
lated positively with infant fearful temperament, r(70) = 0.242,
p= 0.043, such that higher fearful temperament was associated with
increased IFC response to fear. We further examined potential links of
maternal interpersonal reactivity traits to methylation, brain and be-
havioral measures obtained from the infants. This analysis specifically
focused on maternal personal distress, that is, self-oriented feelings of
personal anxiety and unease in response to others’ tense experience,
measured by the IRI (Davis, 1983). Our analysis revealed that maternal
dispositional personal distress positively correlates with infant fearful
temperament and infant OXTRm (r(68) = 0.288, p= 0.017 and r
(76) = 0.286, p= 0.012, respectively).

4. Discussion

In the current study, we examined how epigenetic modification of
OXTR associates with emotional face processing in human infancy using
a developmental neuroimaging approach. First, we provide novel evi-
dence that by five months of age, human infants vary extensively in the
epigenetic modification of OXTR, similar to the variability found in
adults (Gregory et al., 2009; Puglia et al., 2015; Jack et al., 2012).
Second, our analysis revealed that OXTRm levels measured at five
months of age are systematically linked to variability in right IFC re-
sponse to emotional facial expressions at seven months of age, sug-
gesting this relationship is established early in development. As pre-
dicted, greater OXTRm is associated with increased response to
negative (fearful and angry) facial expressions and reduced response to
positive (happy) facial expressions in right IFC. A similar association
between OXTRm and IFC response to anger and fear was also shown in
a sample of adults using fMRI. Our results indicate that, from early in
human development, epigenetic modification of the oxytocin receptor
is variable and is predictive of brain responses to emotional facial in-
formation.

The current findings are in agreement with oxytocin administration
studies that report a valence-specific impact on the processing of

emotions (Gamer et al., 2010; Marsh et al., 2010; Gamer and Buchel,
2012; Kirsch et al., 2005) and critically extend them by identifying si-
milar effects early in development now using an endogenous marker of
the oxytocin system. Our findings complement theoretical frameworks
stipulating that oxytocin facilitates approach tendencies while si-
multaneously reducing the tendency to withdraw from aversive con-
texts (Kemp and Guastella, 2011). The analysis of adult fMRI data in-
cluded in the current study indicates that the association between
OXTRm and emotional face processing in right IFC is similar in adults
and infants. This suggests that the relationship between epigenetic
variability and right IFC function may be stable across development,
pointing to OXTRm as an enduring modulator of emotional brain
function.

As a general finding, our fNIRS results revealed that emotional faces
differentially modulate responses in right IFC by seven months of age
with fearful faces evoking greater responses than happy and angry
faces. This adds to existing neural and behavioral evidence indicating
that by this age, infants discriminate between these emotions and ty-
pically show a heightened attentional response to fear (Bayet et al.,
2017; Jessen and Grossmann, 2016; Peltola et al., 2013). Previous
fNIRS studies in infants had focused only on temporal cortex responses
and not included fearful faces as stimuli (Nakato et al., 2011), thus our
results extend prior findings by identifying the right IFC as an important
modulator of neural attention to emotions at an early age. The IFC is
implicated in understanding the intentions of others, and is activated
during both the imitation and passive viewing of emotional expressions
(Dapretto et al., 2006). The perception-action model places the IFC in a
theoretical framework that suggests overlapping representations for
performing and observing actions. In an emotional context, viewing
another’s emotional expression spontaneously activates one’s own re-
presentations of the target expresser, the emotional expression, and
context; thus laying the foundation for empathic responding (de Waal
and Preston, 2017). Our data further show that infants’ right IFC re-
sponse to fearful faces is positively associated with their behaviorally
displayed fearfulness. This finding is in favor of the interpretation that
the recruitment of right IFC might be linked to perception-action cou-
pling during emotion processing. It is also important to mention that
heightened fearful temperament in infancy has been linked to the de-
velopment of anxiety disorders in childhood and adolescence
(Goldsmith and Lemery, 2000). Notably, IFC structure and function are
consistently reported to be atypical among individuals diagnosed with
disorders characterized by social dysfunction such as ASD and bipolar
disorder (Dapretto et al., 2006; Cho et al., 2009; Patriquin et al., 2016).
From a clinical perspective, the current results point to enhanced right
IFC recruitment during fearful face processing as an early detectable
potential brain marker of fearfulness.

Finally, we provide evidence that maternal interpersonal traits,
specifically their vicarious personal distress, link to infants’ OXTRm and
fearful temperament, which are both associated with enhanced brain
responses to fearful faces. Specifically, greater empathic distress re-
ported by mothers was associated with greater fearfulness and OXTRm
among the infants. This suggests that maternal anxious traits displayed
during social interactions with others, including her own infant, are
associated with increased OXTRm (likely indexing lower amount of
oxytocin receptor) among infants. Previous research with animals has
shown that maternal care critically impacts the epigenome of the off-
spring (Weaver et al., 2004). Moreover, there is behavioral research
indicating that human mothers’ social anxiety may be transmitted to
infants (de Rosnay et al., 2006), supporting the link seen between
maternal personal distress and infant fearfulness. Given the correla-
tional nature of our findings, it is not possible to draw any conclusions
concerning the directionality (causality) of these effects. Critically, re-
search is needed that directly examines how maternal behavior influ-
ences epigenetic changes in OXTR during early development and how it
might predict infant outcomes.

While the current study focused on epigenetic modification of OXTR

Fig. 6. The right inferior frontal cortex (IFC) response to emotional faces is
modulated by OXTR methylation in adults. Using fMRI, we find a positive as-
sociation between OXTR methylation and adult neural response to angry faces
present in the right IFC (Z = 3.33, p < 0.001; cluster extent (k) = 38, x,y,z =
50, 32, −2) as indexed through the blood oxygenation level dependent signal
(BOLD), thus corroborating infant findings and suggesting persistence into
adulthood. Relationships between OXTR methylation and neural response to
fearful targets were not significant but showed a positive trend. Shaded regions
represent the upper and lower 95% confidence intervals. The color bar re-
presents a Z statistical map.
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and the neural response to emotional expressions, it should be ac-
knowledged that DNA methylation of other genes, including the ser-
otonin receptor and oxytocin, has been associated with neural proces-
sing of socio-emotional stimuli in adults (Haas et al., 2016; Frodl et al.,
2015). Future work targeting additional, regulatory CpG sites on other
genes in a hypothesis-driven manner is needed to gain a more com-
prehensive understanding of how epigenetic modifications relate to and
may interact in accounting for variability in socio-emotional brain
functions.

In addition, there is limited work on the distribution of oxytocin
receptor in the primate brain, and virtually no information existing on
its distribution in the developing infant brain. Limited work in the non-
human primate brain reports the majority of OXTR in subcortical re-
gions (Freeman et al., 2014a, b; Freeman and Young, 2016). Infant
fNIRS is limited to measuring responses from cerebral cortex, and thus
did not allow us to examine responses in subcortical brain regions. In
this context, it is important to mention that while we report an asso-
ciation of OXTRm and IFC responding, it is unknown whether OXTR is
expressed in the cerebral cortex during prenatal and early postnatal
human brain development. It is possible that OXTRm primarily acts on
subcortical brain processes that then affect processes in connected brain
regions in the cerebral cortex.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that working with infants re-
quired us to select a non-invasive, peripheral marker of OXTRm,
namely, DNA derived from saliva. Previous work from our team de-
monstrates the feasibility of using peripheral tissues through human
post-mortem studies (Gregory et al., 2009) and animal models
(Perkeybile et al., 2018). Specifically, OXTRm derived from blood is
highly correlated with methylation derived from brain, the causal tissue
of interest. Critically, in the current study we report data from a large
sample of adults showing a high correlation between blood- and saliva-
derived methylation levels. Given these data, saliva appears to be a
viable tissue for the assessment of OXTRm.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we identified OXTRm as an important factor con-
tributing to individual variability in right IFC function during emotion
processing in infancy. Our data indicate that OXTRm is already variable
at five months of age, and may be a particularly promising epigenetic
mark to study individual differences in socio-developmental trajec-
tories. Moreover, given the considerable literature on the role of IFC in
emotion understanding and its atypical function in psychopathologies
characterized by social impairment, the current study suggests that
functional variability is already present in infancy and may guide po-
tential behavioral interventions for at-risk infants. Finally, we provide
preliminary evidence that maternal anxious disposition is associated
with variability in infant OXTRm, adding to the existing work with
animals linking maternal care to epigenetic modifications seen in the
offspring. Taken together, the current findings establish the importance
of understanding the contribution of the epigenome to early variability
in social brain function.
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